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The depth of penetration of an electromagnetic field into a semi-infinite plasma in a mag
netic field perpendicular to the plasma boundary is calculated. 

SILIN1 and Shafranov2 have considered the pene
tration of an electromagnetic field into a uniform 
electron plasma which fills a half-space in the 
presence of an external magnetic field perpendic
ular to the plasma boundary, However, the ion mo
tion, which is important at low frequencies, was 
not taken into account in references 1 and 2. 

In the present work we determine the depth of 
penetration of circularly polarized electromagnetic 
waves for the case of perpendicular incidence with 
the ion motion taken into account. The plasma fills 
the half-space z > 0. The external magnetic field 
H0 is perpendicular to the plasma boundary. It is 
assumed that the time dependence of all quantities 
can be written in the form e -iwt (1m w = - 0). 
It is also assumed that the frequency w is so 
large that "close" collisions can be neglected. In 
the case of specular reflection of the electrons and 
ions from the plasma boundary, using the kinetic 
equations for the electron and ion distribution func
tions and Maxwell's equations we find (cf. refer
ence 1) for the electric field in the plasma: 

where 

E<±l(z) =Ex (z) + iEy (z) 

= _ 2c£<± l' (0) t cos (wnz I c) dn (1) 
1tW .\ n2 - e<±l (n) ' 
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E(±) (n) = 1 + i y; :2] w~ ZaW (z~\ 

a= e. i 
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() 

w'fi = eaH0 /mac. 

When a = e the subscript refers to electrons, 
and when a = i to ions. The quantity T a is the 
temperature of the gas of particles of type a, 

mass rna and electric charge ea ( ei = e > 0), 
n0 is the equilibrium electron density. E<+>(z) 
is the electric field associated with the extraor
dinary wave, E <- > ( z) is the field of the ordinary 
wave. 

In the general case, when spatial dispersion 
due to the thermal motion of the electrons and 
ions must be taken into account, Eq. (1) for 
E <+ > ( z) is extremely complicated. However, it 
is possible to find an asymptotic expression for 
E < + > ( z) for large values of z which is deter
mined essentially by the equilibrium distribution 
functions for the charged particles at high veloci
ties v (v » VT, where VT is the average thermal 
velocity). 

We denote the depth of penetration of the mag
netic field into the plasma by the complex quantity 
oif>' which has the dimensions of length 

00 

Ofi = ~[Hx(z)±iHu(z)]dz![Hx(O)±iHu(O)]. · (2) 

Similar expressions are used for the depth of pene
tration of the electric field (E), the electron cur
rent ( je), and the ion current ( ji). Except for the 
factor iw/ c the quantity in (2) is the surface im
pedance of the plasma. Using Eq. (1), from Max
well's equations we have 

E(±) (0) = E(±) (n) 'n=O 

= 1-Q;;w(w=flwHI)-QI/w(w±w~). 

We determine the quantities in Eqs. (3)- (5) 
for a number of limiting cases. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

1. We assume that I z~±li » 1 for those values 
' 
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of n which make an important contribution in the 
integrals (3), (5), (spatial dispersion is neglected). 
Then, from Eqs. (3)- (5), assuming that E<±>(n) >:::J 

E<±>(o), we have 

o~±) = o~±) = oj;> = ojt> = w> ~ ic /W Vs<±>(O). (7) 

In particular, at gyromagnetic resonances 

o~+> = (c ;.Q.) (1 -I w~ I! w)'1', w:::::::: I w~ I, 

o6-) = (c;.Q,)(1-w~;w)'1•, w::::::::w~. 

Since n"' I E<±>(o) j~/2 in Eqs. (3) and (5), the con
dition I z <±> I » 1 is satisfied if 

c.' v~ Is<±> (0) 1';, .:}> 1. 

The inequality in (8) is not satisfied for very 
large values of I E <±> ( 0 ) 1. 

(8) 

Below we consider the cases opposite to that 
given in (8). In these cases the depth of penetra
tion of the electromagnetic field into the plasma 
is determined essentially by the thermal motion 
of the electrons and ions. 

2. We assume that the chief contribution in the 
integral in (3) is due to those values of n for which 
I z~±> I « 1. Then 

s<±> (n):::::::: i v;;2 .Q~ ( w2 ~.n. 
Whence it follows that in (3) the values n "' 
( Qt I w2.Be )J,Is, are important. The condition 
I z~±> I « 1 is satisfied if 

(cw 1 v~ n.) 11 +I w~ I! w 1';, ~I. (9) 

The depth of penetration of the magnetic field 
in this case is given by 

(10) 

A comparison of Eqs. (10) and (7) shows that be
cause of (9) I oa I » I o~±> 1. Equation (10) deter
mines the surface impedance of the plasma when 
there is an anomalous skin effect (cf. also refer
ence 1). 

Furthermore, if (9) is satisfied we have 

o1±> = ~(1- i-)(V'" -~)·;. 
8 Y3 2 v~n. 

x(1=F/OJ~J)(1+ OJ~)!:.'- (11) OJ - OJ n. , 

o<.±> =E_(1~,__IOJ~/)r1 ±w~)o (12) 
I e 16 I OJ \. OJ a' 

It follows from Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) that I o~> I 
« I o~±> I « I Oa 1. In the case of an electronic gy
romagnetic resonance w >:::J I wfi I and the depths 

of penetration of the electron current, the ion cur
rent, and the electric field of the extraordinary 
wave are reduced markedly. 

3. Suppose that w « I wfJ 1. We assume that 
I z~±> I » 1 and I zi±> I « 1. Then 

(±) < ) r.2 1 , +. v~2 r.2 1 2A 8 n :::::::: ± ~~~ WWH t it! ~~~ W ['in. (15) 

If the second term on the right side of Eq. (15) is 
much smaller than the first .Sin » wk I w; then 
the important values in the integrals in Eqs. (3) 
and (5) are n "' Q/ ..J wwh . In this case 

o~±> = (ic I .Q,) ( ± w~ I w)'1•, (16) 

oi±> = o}:> = ± (ic I .Q;) (I± w~ I w) (± w~ I w)'1•, (17) 

o)f> = =F i V it ;2 (v~ I w)(l ±w~ I w) /x<±>, (18) 

where 
x<+> = In oc:, x<-> = - ln ot- ire ;2, 

oc: = y-;;2 cw~ V w~ I v~.Q 1 Vw· 
The condition .Sin » wk I w is satisfied if 

a « 1. The inequalities I z~±> I » 1 and I zi±> I 
« 1 are satisfied when 

oc:m1 v~ I m.v~ ~I, oc: 11 ± w 1 w~ j ~1. (19) 

In the case of a gyromagnetic resonance w >:::J wk 
o~-> = c ;.Q1, ok-> = (c ;.Q1) (I - w~ 1 w). (20) 

If, however a » 1, when w. « I wfJ I, even in 
the absence of resonance w >:::J wlf we c~n use Eq. 
(7) for the ordinary wave. When w >:::J wlJ we can 
neglect the first term in Eq. (15) as compared with 
the second (for the ordinary wave). In this case 
in the integrals in Eqs. (3) and (5) the values n"' 
( Q~ I w2,Bi )113 become important. The condition 
I z!-> I « 1 is satisfied if, when a » 1, 

1 m 
oc: 1 w~lw -II <;- 1. (21) 

In this case the depth of penetration is given by 

o<-> = ! r 1 + _,_· ) (V 2 c2v~ )·;. 
H 3 \ yg n [!2 OJ ' 

' 
o<-> = o<-> = c" (1- OJ~) 

E fe n;a~-> OJ , 

o};-> = - ;~ ( 1 - OJ: ) o~->. (22) 

In conclusion the author wishes to express his 
gratitude to A. I. Akhiezer and M. Ya. Azbel' for 
their valuable comments. 
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